CUFF PLACKET

1. Cut cuff placket underlaps and overlaps as instructed and fuse interfacing to placket overlaps as shown in illustration. Fold placket underlaps and overlaps in half wrong sides together and press creases along folds.

2. Mark placket opening on sleeve as marked on pattern and slash opening carefully.

3. Pin underlap and overlap to placket opening (with right sides of underlap and overlap facing wrong side of sleeve) and stitch them in place. Stitching on both sides of placket opening must be of equal length and end exactly at slashed top corner of opening.

4. Fold sleeve right sides together along placket opening. Turn seam allowance at edge of underlap under and stitch turned-under edge to placket opening.

5. Pin triangle, formed at top end of placket opening when slashing it, to placket underlap and to seam allowance on placket overlap and stitch it in place from right side of placket.

6. Fold placket overlap to right side of sleeve. Turn and pin seam allowances at top end and open edge of overlap under.

7. Stitch top end and turned-under edge of overlap to placket opening.